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Ecosystem accounting in support of the transition to
sustainable societies
the case for a parsimonious and
inclusive measurement of ecosystem condition

Abstract
The development of ecosystem accounting systems at national levels to complete
current wealth indicators with robust information on ecosystem degradation or
enhancement is a crucial challenge, recognized in international strategies. However,
the methodologies remain under development building, at the global level, on an
experimental ecosystem accounting framework (the SEEA-EEA). Building on this
framework and current academic discussions, this article aims at proposing a
methodological advance for aligning the SEEA-EEA with the needs of ecosystem
management and the principles of strong sustainability. It consists in structuring
ecosystem condition measurement into a parsimonious and inclusive set of
characteristics, indicators and reference levels with an explicit and inclusive value
basis. This sets the grounds for the development of sound and policy-relevant
ecosystem monitoring systems and the production of meaningful macro-aggregate
indicators of ecosystem degradation at national levels.
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Introduction
The development of national economic accounts made it possible to monitor a
country's economic activity and compare it with other countries. Macro-aggregate
indicators that are produced using national accounting, including Gross Domestic
Product (GDP), provide influential measures of economic activity and side information
that are useful in guiding economic policies.
Accounting systems provide a framework for collecting and organizing statistical
information, particularly economic information, in order to build indicators that are
useful to a multiplicity of decision-makers (Figure ). They structure and integrate existing
data to facilitate their access, foster their use and increase their impact. On top of
increasing the value of existing data, they also potentially reduce data production
costs by exploiting synergies. When defined according to international standards, they
also allow for international comparisons.
It is now widely recognized that the national economic accounting framework has to
be completed in order to account for social and environmental dimensions of progress
(Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi, 2009; IPBES, 2019). In particular, the need to integrate the
values of ecosystems into national accounting is recognized in the current
international strategic biodiversity framework (Aïchi target 2).

FIGURE 1: A CCOUNTING SYSTEMS , AN INTERFACE BETWEEN DATA AND ITS MULTIPLE USES . The production of
ecosystem accounts is a transition from a situation in which raw data are disparate (poorly
interoperable, reflecting different scales) and scattered into an organized and user-oriented
information system.

The System of Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA) sets the ground for the
development of a comprehensive, comparable, and reliable statistical framework on
the environment and its relationship with human activities. It was first released in 1993
to respond to the societal demand for sustainable development. The rationale guiding
this effort is that [...] indi id al and ocie al deci ion concerning he e of he
3

environment will be better informed through the use of information sets that are
developed based on a recognition of the relationship between ecosystems and
economic and o her h man ac i i . (UNSD, 2014b). After several iterations, the
Central Framework of the SEEA (SEEA-CF) was adopted as a statistical standard in its
2012 version by the United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD, 2014a). This statistical
framework is aligned with the System of National Accounts 20081. It includes a series of
accounts recording stocks and flows of environmental assets and is already
implemented in 80 countries (UNCEEEA, 2019).
In the SEEA-CF, ecosystems and biodiversity were simply considered as resources
(timber, fisheries, etc.) and not as functional entities. Recognizing the limits of the SEEA
central framework with this regard, the UN developed a second framework, the SEEA
Experimental Ecosystem Accounts (SEEA-EEA) (UNSD, 2014b). In this framework, a forest
is not only assimilated to a resource of wood but also as the provider of multiple
services and, potentially as well, with non-use values.
The SEEA-EEA remains experimental and does not holds the status of a statistical
standard. Because of the complexity of ecosystem functioning and valuation, a
number of theoretical and methodological issues are being discussed by a global
community of practice and researchers (Edens and Hein, 2013; Obst et al., 2016). A
revision of the SEEA-EEA is scheduled for 2020.
Practically speaking, the SEEA-EEA integrates spatialized data on ecosystems
structured into ecosystem accounting units. For each of these units, accounts are
produced, dealing with:
o
o
o

o
o

the extent of ecosystem types (e. g. forests, grasslands, etc.)
the condition of each ecosystem (e.g. soil carbon levels, etc.)
ecosystem services through:
o ecosystem services supplied by ecosystem type,
o ecosystem uses and benefits, and
o monetary accounts reflecting ecosystem services supply and use values
the value of ecosystem assets
thematic issues (biodiversity, soil, carbon and water).

Despite the recognition of the need for ecosystem accounts, it must be noted that the
development of ecosystem accounting is skidding. Recuero Virto, Weber and Jeantil
(2018) recently showed that natural capital accounts were hardly used in public policy
decisions. In the IPBES global assessment of ecosystems, Razzaque, Visseren-Hamakers
et al. (2019) also note the great diversity of approaches taken in environmental
accounts and conclude that here i a e no e idence of he effec i ene of he
use of environmental accounting approaches [and that], as an information
instrument, its effectiveness is based on the premise that more information will result in
better decision-making [ ] a premi e ha i largel n ppor ed . Yet, these authors
also recognize the potential of well-designed accounts for sustainability.
This current state of affairs may mainly be due to the experimental character of existing
environmental accounts and the remaining need to refine the framework and
develop convincing case studies. Razzaque, Visseren-Hamakers et al. (2019)
European Commission, International Monetary Fund, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, United Nations
and World Bank (2009).
1
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a
a environmental accounting may be helpful as a tool for the facilitation
f dial g e
he di e e al e f a e a d bi di e i
and that, i
de
enable this role, it is important that [environmental accounting] uses a broad
perspective that includes non-economic values and that it employs a participatory
approach so that relevant stakeholders can contribute to the definition and
identification of indicators for nature, ecosystem services, environmental assets, and
a al ca i al . Recuero Virto, Weber and Jeantil (2018) also emphasize that
developing robust and policy relevant ecosystem accounts would require to
strengthen political support, secure the resources needed, tackle data scarcity, and
refine concepts.
In connection with undergoing developments of the SEEA-EEA2 and current academic
discussions, this article intends to contribute to the development of methodologies
along these lines. It makes the case for a measurement of ecosystem condition
structured into a parsimonious and inclusive set of indicators focused on categories of
management issues (i.e. managing conservation, uses and risks) and on the
motivation of reference levels for the assessment of ecosystem degradation.
The structure of this article follows the SEEA-EEA approach for measuring ecosystem
condition3: the first section of this paper is devoted to the construction of a set of
relevant key characteristics and indicators; the second section is devoted to the
motivation of reference condition levels on these characteristics and indicators. Each
section is concluded by a discussion of these approaches.

1 – The selection of characteristics and indicators
In the SEEA-EEA, ecosystem condition is defined as he e all
ali
f a ec
em
a e i
em
f i cha ac e i ic (UNSD, 2014b, § 2.35). It is recognized that
ec di g he cha ge i c di i
f m l i le ec
em a e
i hi a c
(
sub- a i al egi ) i a f dame al ambi i
f ec
em acc
i g (UNSD,
2017). However, determining an appropriate set of characteristics and associated
indicators remains an open issue, recognized as a a ic la l im
a
ak f
e i g i ec
em acc
i g (UNSD, 2017). This section focuses on this specific
issue4.
Defining ecosystem condition amounts to define a set of relevant characteristics and
associated indicators5. Given the complex character of ecosystems, this resulted in
many proposals6 with most of them relying on an implicit selection process lacking a
clear underlying value-basis (Failing and Gregory, 20037; Bal et al., 2018).

This includes the SEEA-EEA technical recommendations (UNSD, 2017) but also the many contributions to the SEEA-EEA
revision process.
3 SEEA-EEA (UNSD, 2014b, §4.10): Mea
e f ec
e c di i a e c
iled i
age . I he fi
age, a e f
relevant key characteristics such as water, soil, vegetation, biodiversity, carbon, nutrient flows are selected and various indicators
c ce i g he e cha ac e i ic a e ch e . I he ec d age, he i dica
a e ela ed a efe e ce c di i .
4 The issues of aggregation and reference level are two other issues related to the measurement of ecosystem condition (UNSD,
2017). We do not discuss the former. The latter is discussed in the next subsection.
5 UNSD, 2014b, §4.66.
6 See Maes et al. (2019) for a recent review.
7 The
i ake ela e a fail e cla if he al e -basis for indicator selection and a failure to integrate science and values to
design indicators that are concise, relevant and meaningful to decision makers. The combined effects of these ten mistakes
include inconsistent and indefensible on-ground management strategies and hidden trade- ff a a lic le el.
2
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In this section, a selection process following a systematic approach using key concepts
from structured decision making is developed (Bal et al., 2018). An explicit value-basis8
which allows to justify the selection of an inclusive and parsimonious set of
characteristics of interest for ecosystem monitoring and accounting at the national
level is needed. Such a basis is essential to steer progress as it clarifies the relevant
arguments supporting the consideration of a given characteristic. It opens up
perspectives for consistent argument and steady progress in the definition and
measurement of ecosystem condition on transparent and explicit grounds.

1.1 – Motivation and overall structure
Approaches for the selection of indicators of biodiversity and ecosystem condition are
abundant in the academic literature (Hayes et al., 2015; Maes et al., 2014; Maes et al.,
2019). All these approaches have limitations. Heink and Kowarik (2010) emphasize the
diversity of criteria used to assess the quality of the selection process for biodiversity
indicators and further remark that, in practice, the suitability of the selected indicators
remains sparsely tested in light of these criteria. In a review of existing indicator
selection processes, Niemeijer and De Groot (2008) also emphasize limitations
regarding the transparency of the processes underlying indicator selection. In
particular, they notice that existing criteria are focused on individual indicators while
criteria to assess the relevance of a set of indicators are still lacking.
One common limitation deals with the elucidation of the values underlying the
selection process. In many cases, this underlying value basis is absent or remain
implicit. For instance, essential biodiversity variables have been established on the
basis of statistical methods (Pereira et al., 2013; Geijzendorffer et al., 2016). The process
proposed by Niemeijer and De Groot (2008) mostly relate to the DPSIR framework,
which also leaves the value-basis underlying the selection of characteristics and
indicators largely implicit. In other cases, the underlying value basis is limited. For
instance, Vaissière et al. (2014) select a parsimonious set of ecological indicators tied
to a restricted set of ecosystem services, hence overlooking some non-use and other
use values.
In the context of the SEEA-EEA, an emphasis is put on the need for scientific validity,
broadly understood as meeting usual quality standards for statistical information 9.
Aside from timeliness, accuracy, accessibility and the quality of the institutional
environment in which the data are compiled, criteria of relevance, coherence and
interpretability of the information collected are deemed essential in the context of
ecosystem accounting10. However, these criteria are left to a peer review and
accreditation process without further precisions.
In a recent discussion paper in the context of the SEEA-EEA revision process, Czùcz et
al. (2019) propose criteria for the selection of indicators. Following Niemeijer and De
Groot (2008), they distinguish criteria related to individual indicators. They propose to
assess indicators in isolation on the basis of their relevance, state orientation,
Here we mean value as the relevant reasons and information for guiding action, as the rest of the section will illustrate. This
seeks to be consistent with the conclusions arising from the IPBES (2016) and subsequent work.
9 UNSD, 2014b, § 4.68.
10 UNSD, 2014b, § 2.210.
8
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framework conformity, spatial consistency, temporal consistency, feasibility,
quantitativeness, reliability, normativity and simplicity. They also propose to assess the
set of indicators on the basis of its parsimony and data gaps11. This set of requirement
is not comprehensive. Again, this attempt at clarifying criteria for indicator selection
does not explicit the set of values that underlie this selection, its underlying value-basis.
This limits the relevance of the set of indicators for ecosystem management.
On top of the credibility12 and the salience13 of information and knowledge, Cash et
al. (2003) emphasize the need to ensure their legitimacy for an effective transfer into
decision. They define legitimacy as he e ce ion ha he od c ion of info ma ion
ha been e ec f l of akeholde
di e gen al e and belief , nbia ed in i
cond c , and fai in i
ea men of o o ing ie
and in e e
. In the context of
ecosystem accounting, we suggest that this criterion implies that the set of
characteristics retained is inclusive in the sense that it emerged from the exhaustive
and respectful consideration of existing concerns related to ecosystem management.
It also implies that the selection of indicators which may be necessary to maintain a
parsimonious and coherent set of characteristics and a reasonable cost of ecosystem
monitoring rely on a fair and transparent arbitration process.
Building on this diagnosis, a list of criteria which motivates our proposal is described in
Table 1. The criteria are organized in two groups (depending on whether they apply
to indicators individually or to the set of indicators) as well as along the three aspects
of credibility, relevance and legitimacy (Cash et al., 2003).
As Cash et al. (2003) emphasized tensions between these three aspects, classifying the
set of requirements in these three broad categories necessitates arbitration among
criteria. In particular, feasibility, which depends on data availability, can be in tension
with the need to cover relevant information. An excessive focus on the former would
harm the other (the so-called « streetlight effect »)14. In order to emphasize the
essential character of relevance affirmed in the SEEA-EEA and avoid the dismissal of
essential information, we choose to drop feasibility as a core requirement for
ecosystem condition indicators and to add a requirement of completeness. As a
result, and as suggested by Czùcz et al. (2019) with their da a ga
criterion,
maintaining relevant characteristics with missing data would point at data gaps and
foster strategic data acquisition15.

Family

Criterion

Description

Related source

Criteria on individual characteristics and indicators
Credibility
Salience
Legitimacy

Validity
Policy
relevance
Explicit value
basis

The extent to which an indicator represents
the issue to be indicated.
The extent to which the information
conveyed is aligned with the information
needed for ecosystem management.
The values underlying the choice of an
indicator are explicit and related to the
needs of ecosystem management.

Heink et al., 2015
UNSD, 2014b, Cash et
a , 2003 ( a
)
Failing and Gregory,
2003; Bal et al., 2018

Understood as conducting aside the identification of missing data among indicators of interest.
“Credibility involves the scientific adequacy of the technical evidence and arguments (Cash et al., 2003).
13 “Salience deals with the relevance of the assessment to the needs of decision makers (Cash et al., 2003).
14 Cash et al (2003) further illustrates existing tensions between these criteria on specific cases.
15 A point emphasized by the SEEA-EEA (UNSD 2017, §4.66).
11
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Criteria on the set of characteristics and indicators
Parsimony
Salience
Completeness
Inclusiveness
Legitimacy
Explicit value
basis

The set contains a manageable and
readable number of indicators.
The set covers all the main dimensions of
interests, including when data is missing.
The selection process has been inclusive in its
considerations of existing concerns related
to ecosystem management and fair in its
treatment of opposing views and interests.
Both
the
process
underlying
the
identification
and
selection
of
characteristics and indicators and its
justification are explicit.

UNSD, 201716 ; Stiglitz,
Sen and Fitoussi, 2009
Czùc et al., 2019 ("data
gaps")
(derived from) Cash et
al., 2003
(derived from) Cash et
al., 2003

Table 1 – Proposed core criteria for assessing the quality of the selection of ecosystem
condition characteristics and indicators in the context of ecosystem accounting. This
list of criteria is not exhaustive and focuses on the main gaps of current approaches.

In their technical recommendations about the implementation of the SEEA-EEA, the
UNSD sketches three different approaches to ecosystem condition measurement 17.
They differ according to the extent that they leave room to other inputs than the ones
provided by ecological science. Although ecosystem condition shall exclusively be
composed of biophysical measures, the focus of what is to be monitored in
ecosystems cannot adequately be framed without involving additional considerations
about the underlying reasons (the al e ba i ).
Given that,
l ima el , i i he aim f SEEA E e imen al Ec
em Acc n ing
present a systems-based approach to recording the relationships among ecosystems,
the economy and society that is useful for public policymaking and environmental
managemen 18, we argue that relevant criteria shall be derived from the needs of
ecosystem management. This perspective calls for an approach that clarifies the
objectives of ecosystem management and underlying values. Departing from the
proposal by Czùcz et al. (2019) to structure ecosystem condition into categories
derived from ecological science and elaborating on the third approach proposed in
the SEEA-EEA technical recommendations19, we propose to measure ecosystem
condition through a set of biophysical indicators organized in three categories
reflecting the distinct values underlying ecosystem management objectives20:
(

),
(

),
the capacity of ecosystems to sustainably provide goods and services
(
)

UNSD, 2017, §4.30.
UNSD, 2017, section 4.2.
18 UNSD, 2014b, §1.71.
19 UNSD, 2017, §4.15.
20 These three sets can be found in multiple policy document. For instance, the EU 2050 biodiversity vision states that « By 2050,
European Union biodiversity and the ecosystem services it provides
its natural capital
are protected, valued and
appropriately restored for biodiversity's intrinsic value and for their essential contribution to human wellbeing and economic
prosperity, and so that catastrophic changes caused by the loss of biodiversity are avoided. » (our emphasis). See also UNSD
(2017, §4.5) or Kervinio and Vergez (2018, in French).
16
17
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Table 2 below provides an example of how these categories relate to existing
management objectives for marine ecosystems as captured by the descriptor of the
EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD).

Category of
objectives

Functionality

Heritage
Capacity

Related MSFD Descriptors
Descriptor 2. non-indigenous species
Descriptor 4. food webs
Descriptor 5. eutrophication
Descriptor 6. sea floor integrity21
Descriptor 7. hydrographical conditions
Descriptor 8. contaminants
Descriptor 10. marine litter
Descriptor 11. energy (including underwater noise)
Descriptor 1. biodiversity
Descriptor 3. commercial fish species
Descriptor 9. contaminants in seafood

Table 2 – Relation of ecosystem characteristics monitored in the context of the MSFD and the
three classes proposed.

1.2 – Detailed presentation of the three families of management issues
In this subsection, each of these categories are detailed and both discuss their valuebasis and their relation to ecosystem management.

1.2.1 - Ecosystem functionality
Ecosystems are complex and subject to risks of collapse or to irreversible and
widespread degradation. As a result, ecosystem management resorts to objectives for
controlling such risks and preserving the overall functionality of ecosystems. Ecosystem
condition shall contain a set of characteristics and indicators related to this first set of
objectives.
The values underlying such holistic objectives call for preserving the functionality of
ecosystems per se, without a direct and explicit link to a particular set of ecosystem
services or non-use values. They reflect our collective attitudes toward risks and
uncertainty (Perrings and Pearce, 199422; Rockström et al., 200923; Steffen et al., 201524).
Justification thus refers to principles of decision in situations of risk and uncertainty,
which emphasize precaution, proportion, diversification, robustness, learning and
flexibility. In order to ensure the legitimacy of the underlying values, the choice to

Several aspects of sea floor integrity relate to particular habitats that possess a heritage dimension as well
ec
ic i
e
e i ed
ec h e h d
di c i i ie ca
be
i a ed b conventional economic
objectives, such as the maximization of expected utility or welfare, but must rely on non-ec
ic c i e ia [ ] The
be
motivated by a judgement about the socially acceptable margin of safety in the exploitation of the natural environment. This is
e e ia a e hica dge e .
23 De e
i i g a afe di a ce i
e
a i e dge e
fh
cie ie ch
e dea i h i a d ce ai .
24 A
ica i
f he eca i a
i ci e dic a e ha he a e a b
da i e a he afe e d f he
e f ce ai .
21
22
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include indicators on risk must be justified on the basis of natural science knowledge
but also on the basis of a relevant normative framework. This normative framework
can be derived from relevant social science knowledge or directly revealed through
an informed and legitimate political process as explained in section 2.1 of this article.
In practice, the management of these risks consists in defining thresholds ("safe
minimum standards" ; Perrings et al., 1995) on pressure levels or impacts associated
a
(
a a
) a
a
a
"safe operating space" for ecosystem management. In the definition of ecosystem
condition, the related dimensions of interest are such control variables but also specific
intrinsic characteristics of ecosystems reflecting their resilience25, thus allowing for a
lower safe minimum standard.
Examples of ecosystem characteristics that could be derived from such considerations
are pressures26 or stressors such as nutrient concentration in aquatic ecosystems, but
also pa ial fea e , ch a connec i i and land cape config a ion 27, which
underpins ecosystem adaptive capacity and resilience in a context of climate
change28 (Tittensor et al., 2019). Interestingly, it covers most characteristics of interest
in the context of marine ecosystem management in Europe (eight in eleven
descriptors, see Table 2).
On these grounds, relevant arguments to add or withdraw indicators from the set
would be informed by the absolute and relative critical character of risks. Each
individual indicator could be improved iteratively in order to get closer to the precise
control variable that underpins these risks or to the precise characteristics that
underpin ecosystem resilience to cumulated pressures and global change.

1.2.2

Ecosystem heritage

The SEEA-EEA recognizes that an impo an pa of he al e of eco
em f om a
societal perspective can lie in the non-use values that, in principle, are captured in
a io c l al e ice p o ided b eco
em a e
(UNSD, 2017, §6.48). This idea
that the ecosystem service framework could adequately reflect these values has
recently been challenged in the context of the IPBES (Pascual et al., 2017; Diaz et al.,
2018). In the French national ecosystem assessment, the notion of ecosystem service
has also been restricted to instrumental values which leaves room for an additional
category capturing non-instrumental values, close to the notion of natural heritage
(CGDD, 2017).
The definition of such natural heritage requires to demonstrate the remarkable
character of an element of an ecosystem and to justify a need for its conservation.
This potentially requires more detailed knowledge than what non-use values are able
to convey and can be motivated by aesthetic, relational, identity, socio-cultural,
ethical or deontological values. What matters in this process is to get a clear
UNSD, 2017, §4.27. Carpenter, S.R. et al. (2010) provide examples of such indicators.
Note that this brings a conceptual clarification about why he pe of indica or o be con idered in he mea remen of
eco
em condi ion ma incl de indica or ha reflec pre
re being e er ed on eco
em (UNSD, 2017, §4.9), which is
called for by the SEEA-EEA community (UNSD, 2017, §4.69 and 70).
27 SEEA-EEA (p.72) mentions the interest of monitoring these features.
28 Krosby et al (2010)
25
26
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understanding of what makes the values of the characteristics that are to be
conserved, which cannot be reduced to an economic issue29.
It needs to be recognized that some particular characteristics of ecosystems, their
functioning and our relationship to them, may require conservation effort despite the
absence of a fully characterized ecosystem service30. Such consideration could be
integrated within the SEEA-EEA by recognizing that the conservation status of such
characteristics are of interest and including them in the definition of ecosystem
condition.
This would get the definition of ecosystem condition even closer to the practice of
environmental management. In the context of marine ecosystem management,
a
aa
a
, a
,
and also, to some extent, under the sixth descriptor (see Table 2).

1.2.3 - Ecosystem service capacity
Ecosystems support human welfare through the provision of ecosystem goods and
services. As a result, ecosystem management also seeks to maintain and foster the
capacity of ecosystems to sustainably provide specific goods and services. The need
for ecosystem condition to contain a set of characteristics and indicators related to
this set of motivations is deemed central in the SEEA-EEA (UNSD, 2014b).
Use values capture the motivations underlying an interest in the capacity of
ecosystems to provide goods and services. Use can be direct (for instance through
fishing) or indirect (for instance through benefiting from the protection against coastal
flooding provided by coral reefs). Ecosystem service are the boundary concept
between ecosystems and human welfare.
Following the seminal definition of the Millennium ecosystem assessment (2005), the
concept of ecosystem services has been reframed according to different
perspectives, emphasizing either the benefits resulting from ecosystem use, or the
ecosystem functions, understood as the biophysical features of ecosystems being
used. Some conceptualizations explicitly locate the ecosystem service as an
intermediate object. Among them, t
a a
P
a
Haines-Young (2017) and the associated Common International Classification of
Ecosystem Services (CICES)31 provide the framework used in the SEEA-EEA (UNSD, 2014,
§3.41). In the SEEA-EEA, ecosystem services are defined in this perspective as the
contributions of ecos stems to benefits used in economic and other human acti it
(our emphasis), where contributions are further operationalized as a fraction of a
benefit which can be attributed to ecosystems. In the presence of non-linear
relationships between natural and other forms of capital, this attribution is left to
conventional allocation rules32.

This does not mean that these dimensions are irrelevant to the SEEA-EEA. Indeed, the SEEA-EEA acknowledges the need to
account for them. Besides, once a need for conservation recognized the implementation of conservation does have economic
consequences which can be monitored.
30 See next sub-section for a clarification of what is meant by « a fully characterized ecosystem service ».
31 Haines-Young and Potschin (2018).
32 Consider, for instance, the case of perfect complementarity. Natural capital N and man-made capital H can be combined to
produce a benefit B. Perfect complementarity is represented by the relation B = min(N,H). How is the benefit to be shared in this
29
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Interestingly, Costanza et al. (2017) suggest that such a cascade model may be a
oversimplification of a complex reality and an unnecessary complication of what is
e e ia a e
aigh f
a d defi i i
. They call for a simpler definition of the
service focused on the benefit resulting from the complex interactions and feedbacks
required among built, human, social, and natural capital. With a similar intention, the
French national ecosystem assessment (the EFESE program), defines ecosystem
services as a relationship between a benefit that results from the use of an ecosystem
function33. A benefit can be measured by an indicator reflecting an increase of
human well-being on one of its dimensions34. An ecosystem function can be measured
by a single or a combination of indicators reflecting the state of biophysical
components and processes, where this combination eventually captures the capacity
of the ecosystem to sustainably provide the benefit35. This latter definition of an
ecosystem service captures in essence the boundary character of the ecosystem
service concept and, hence, the possibility to describe it from different perspectives.
More importantly, it follows Costanza et al. (2017) in discarding the ambition to
measure ecosystem services as an additional object and in driving the focus on
ecosystem functions, use, benefits, and their relationships (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Two different conceptualizations of an ecosystem service: on the left, the
conceptualization of the EFESE program (CGDD, 2017), on the right the cascade model
(adapted from Costanza et al., 2017). Boxes are objects to be defined and measured, while
arrows represent dependencies between objects.

As a boundary concept, the notion of ecosystem service capacity also leads to
different perspectives. I a
, ome define it on the basis of the
biophysical properties of ecosystem assets (e.g. Villamagna, Angermeier and Bennett,
2013). In this perspective, the units of measurement are biophysical. I a
perspective, others focus on the potential flows of benefits to be derived from

situation? If natural capital is absent, B is null, calling for the allocation of the whole benefit to natural capital. But the same occurs
in the absence of man-made capital, calling for the whole allocation to this form of capital. Different fractions could be proposed
in between, all relying at least implicitly on conventional rules with more or less relevant properties (cooperative game theory
provides characterizations of such allocation rules motivated on the basis of their properties). Interestingly, any rule which would
not allocate the full benefit to nature at this stage would fail to capture the full cost of ecosystem degradation. This meets the
distinction between attributional and consequential approaches in life-cycle analysis where only the latter are more suited to
support decision (see e.g. EC-JRC, 2010, p. 70). This question the relevance of such an approach based on contributions and
the allocation of shares of a benefit to different forms of capital.
33 Commissariat général au développement durable, 2017.
34 In the EFESE, these dimensions are material living standards, health, safety, quality of the living environment, quality of social
relationships and socio-economic inequalities. These were inspired by the dimensions identified in a report on social progress
ordered by the French government, which considered: material living standards (income, consumption and wealth); health;
education; personal activities including work, political voice and governance, social connections and relationships, environment
(present and future conditions) and insecurity, of an economic as well as a physical nature (Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi, 2009, p.16).
35 Considered, at this level of generality, as tantamount to potential ecosystem services or ecosystem service supply.
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ecosystem assets (e.g. La Notte, Vallecillo and Maes, 2019). In this perspective the units
of measurement are related to dimensions of human welfare.
In the SEEA-EEA, capacity is distinguished from the notion of the condition and defined
in general terms as he abili of a gi en eco
em a e o
ainabl gene a e a
set of ecosystem services in o he f
e (UNSD, 2014b, glossary). It is not defined from
a measurement perspective but rather as a tool to link ecosystem assets (extent and
condition) with ecosystem service provision. Therefore, there is no intention to build
specific ecosystem capacity accounts (UNSD, 2017). It is recognized that he e
remain significant challenges in understanding the links between measures of
capaci fo indi id al e ice and o e all eco
em condi ion (UNSD, 2017, §7.42).
Considering this, we propose to include the notion of ecosystem service capacity,
understood a a
, in the definition of ecosystem condition as summarized in
Figure 3. In such a perspective, the set of condition characteristics and indicators
would explicitly comprise a subset of characteristics and indicators that reflect the
capacity of the ecosystem to sustainably provide specific services.

Figure 3 – The capacity concept and its relationship with sustainable provision of ecosystem
services

In the context of marine ecosystem management, examples of such characteristics
are the state of sustainably harvested commercial fish stocks or contaminants in
seafood (see Table 2). While currently focused on productive activities, this set could
be completed with the characteristics that underpins other major ecosystem services,
such as protection against natural hazard or recreational activities.
Such a proposal is pragmatic. It better matches the practice of environmental
management as the description of the ecological condition of marine ecosystem
already include such indicators (Table 2). It also avoids unnecessary layers of
complexity and resolves the pending issue of linking ecosystem capacity to
degradation (UNSD, 2017, §7.3.2). It also matches the recommendation of considering
he deg ee o hich he indica o can be linked o mea e of po ential ecosystem
e ice
ppl 36 in the selection of condition indicators while recognizing the need
to complement this perspective with the functionality and heritage dimensions of
ecosystems, therefore avoiding the pitfall of a reductive value basis (Ang and Van
Passel, 2012).

36

UNSD, 2017, §4.31.
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1.3 - Discussion
A measure of ecosystem condition built on this framework is likely to meet all the quality
criteria for the selection of indicators identified in Table 1.
Regarding the selection of individual ecosystem condition characteristics and
indicators, first, by making the underlying value explicit, this framework enables a
discussion about how a given indicator adequately reflects this value and lays the
ground for reinforcing its policy relevance. The values underlying the choice of a given
indicator are discussed along the lines relevant to each category, involving
knowledge and expertise from social science. This clarification of the reasons that drive
the choice of a given characteristic also strengthens the validity of indicators as the
issue to be indicated is explicit.
Regarding the design of the set of characteristics, the framework facilitates the
achievement of the quality criteria identified, although their satisfaction depend on
the selection process. For instance, inclusiveness and completeness are facilitated by
the capacity of this framework to reflect the diverse concerns observed in the context
of ecosystem management. The selection of characteristics also requires a fair and
transparent selection process with sufficient legitimacy for establishing relative priorities
at the national scale. Such a process may explain collective and shared values
through stakeholder engagement and collective valuation methods, including
innovative methods intended to capture emerging societal norms and values (see
e.g. Kenter et al, 2015; Everard, Reed and Kenter, 2016).
Although we did not include it in the set of core criteria, the feasibility of the
measurement would also be eased by the explicit relationship to ecosystem
management as it requires data that already exists or for which policy makers have a
keen interest. This way, a virtuous cycle would emerge in which the statistical system
would improve the informational basis of ecosystem management while policymakers
would have an interest to take an active role in the production of data suited to fit in
the accounts.
The SEEA-EEA insists that o er ime he acco n can be broadened in cope and
filled wi h a larger range of indica or . This framework enables such a process,
articulating inputs from policymakers and experts in diverse disciplines including
human and social sciences, each on their domain of legitimacy. Experiments along
these lines would allow to strengthen a set of common indicators and identify
additional indicators relevant at national or sub-national scales.
Based on such a framework, the SEEA-EEA community could propose a definition of
ecosystem condition based on a list of required and optional characteristics and
indicators. Required characteristics would allow the derivation of indicators related
with the achievement of international objectives and be subject of international
comparisons (e.g. soil degradation for the SDGs). Optional characteristics would allow
the collection of relevant information in national or sub-national contexts.
As this framework is related to explicit values and stakes, it provides firm grounds to two
challenging tasks:
14

the setting of reference levels on each of the characteristics retained;
the integration37 of indicators across issues to produce aggregate measures of
ecosystem condition.
The next section deals with an approach for a meaningful and policy-relevant setting
of reference levels.

2 – The definition of reference levels
In the SEEA-EEA, reference condition is defined as a baseline against which indicators
are to be assessed to derive a measure of condition that can be scientifically
compared across ecosystem characteristics and types over time. Beyond this, the
definition is ambiguous. It is recognized that
elec ing a efe ence c ndi i n
applicable to all ecosystems in a country [ ] is a major challenge both from a
c nce
al and f m a da a e ec i e (SEEA-EEA, 2017, §4.40.v) and that
in e iga ing diffe en a
ache
de e mining efe ence c ndi i n f
he
a e men f ec
em c ndi i n, ba ed n ac ical e e ience in c n ie is
needed (SEEA-EEA, 2014b, §A.5).
In the current SEEA-EEA approach to reference condition, the main challenges are:
whether reference condition apply to individual or aggregate measures of
ecosystem condition, which was clarified in Keith et al. (2019) by distinguishing
reference levels (applying to individual indicators) from reference condition
(applying to aggregate condition indicator);
whether reference levels are to be derived exclusively from natural science
knowledge or whether they should account for social preferences;
what values and objectives shall guide the setting of reference levels.
Resulting tensions can be found in the 2017 technical recommendation guide where
it is said that a clea di inc i n ha
be made be een reference and target
c ndi i n (§4.53) while acknowledging that [ ] gene all , i
ill be nece a
establish non-natural reference conditions perhaps based on a historical baseline or a
c ndi i n
e c ibed in
licie
(§4.71). Another tension appears between the
suggestion to adopt a fictitious natural state38 or the condition at an arbitrary point in
time as a reference, despite limited policy relevance, while acknowledging elsewhere
that i
ld be e ec ed ha inf ma i n n he ac al and reference condition
[ ]
ld be ef l in
a di c i n f a ge c ndi i n (§4.53).
In the SEEA-EEA, it is recognized that a ega d he [defini i n f efe ence le el ],
there are a number of options available for determining a reference condition, each
with diffe en c nce
al nde inning 39. In their recent contribution the SEEA-EEA
revision process, Keith et al. (2019) note that efe ence le el and c ndi i n can efe
to a natural state, a desired state, a prescribed or standard state, a historical state or

In the sense defined in Borja et al., 2014.
The reference condi ion of pecie can refer o an ime period, but ideally it should refer to an ecosystem subject to minimal
human influence. While such a baseline can be difficult to establish, it does have the distinct advantage of allowing the relative
abundances of different species, and of species within different ecosystems within one country and in different countries, to be
compared. (SEEA-EEA, 2017, §4.128)
39 UNSD, 2014b, §4.15.
37
38
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a point in time. These serve different purposes and both purpose and choice of
efe ence le el m
be a ed e plici l .
This section proposes and motivates an approach for the specification of reference
levels focused on prescribed or desired levels consistent with the overall objectives of
informing policy. The application of this approach to the categories of ecosystem
condition identified in the former section is then discussed.

2.1 – The case for a policy relevant definition of reference levels
The SEEA-EEA states that eco
em acco n ing doe no incl de he e of a ge
conditions . However, Keith et al. (2019) suggest that [emplo ing a ge o de i ed
condition as a reference in ecosystem accounting] may be beneficial for policy
applications of ecosystem accounting, but [that] the scientific objectivity of the
p oce
o ld need ca ef l con ide a ion . Yet, they carefully conclude that he e
are potential problems of desired states being influenced by policy objectives, and
themselves changing over time [and recommend] that this role be reconsidered and
possibly that desired states be used outside the condition accounts in the process of
analysis of the condition metrics as part of application . In this subsection, employing
target or desired levels for specifying reference levels is detailed. Such an approach
could conciliate policy-relevance with scientific objectivity and stability.
Adopting a natural state, a historical state or a point in time would disregard social
preferences and feature limited relevance. Setting a reference level at the beginning
of the accounting period would lead to a shifting baseline, that would hide changes
in ecosystem conditions across accounting periods and prevent comparisons
between ecosystem assets (an ambition of ecosystem accounting). The same would
apply to comparisons carried out at a fixed point in time. Setting a pre-industrial
benchmarks as a reference would match some scientific40 and policy41 practices.
However, it would raise feasibility issues for ecosystems that have been shaped by
human interventions for a very long time and would not acknowledge the need to
include relevant social factors a need reflected in latest policy practices42. Besides,
such an approach would have limited relevance in the context of a rapidly changing
climate.
While the SEEA-EEA (UNSD, 2014b) and Keith et al. (2019) discard the idea of adopting
policy targets as reference levels, a careful integration of such targets is feasible and
meaningful. In this perspective, Ekins and Usubiaga (2019) recently introduced a useful
gradation between environmental limits, standards and targets according to the
extent of their normative content. This distinction is promising as they allow to sort out
potential reference levels according to the relative weight of the normative and
scientific considerations that govern their design. The idea is to strike a balance
between a stable science-based reference and a reference which is informed by
collective values. This latter side requires seeking a sufficient level of political legitimacy
to interpret the observed target as a reflection of collective preference (e.g. public
spending is interpreted as such in national economic accounting). Building on the
Instances are the definitions of threatened species or the biodiversity intactness index (Mace, 2005).
Instances are the definition of Good ecological status in the European Union Water Framework Directive.
42 For instance, the EU Marine strategy framework directive does not adopt historical or unperturbed reference levels as a baseline.
40
41
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work of Ekins and Usbiaga (2019), a slight redefinition of these terms is proposed which
is pragmatic and specific to the framework developed here.
Environmental limits are thresholds which indicate the likely occurrence of an
undesirable phenomenon (regime shifts, species extinction, slow but irreversible
degradation, etc.). Although they may require some degree of normative judgment43,
environmental limits are essentially informed by scientific knowledge. Using such limits
as reference levels in ecosystem accounting would secure scientific objectivity but
raises several issues. First, it would drastically restrict the possibilities to define policy
relevant reference levels. For instance, ecological science produces information on
the probabilities of regime shift, sometimes with probability distributions, but the design
of po
a
a
a a
s additional considerations,
related to our collective attitudes toward risks and uncertainty, the costs of mitigating
these risks and trade-offs with other objectives (Farmer and Randall, 1998; Rockström
et al, 2009). In a nutshell, environmental limits need complement.
Environmental standards complement environmental limits with additional
normatively-relevant considerations44 and knowledge about our collective values.
Collective values cover collective attitudes toward risks and uncertainty, collective
attachments, or shared values about what a legitimate political process is in a given
context.
Environmental targets are the observed policy objectives resulting from the political
process. They can be observed in existing regulations (law, political strategies, etc.).
They are a keystone of current environmental policies45 and may, to some extent,
represent institutionalized shared values. Yet, their use as reference levels in ecosystem
accounting requires careful attention. First, existing targets may result from irrelevant
political factors (corruption, client politics, etc.), which would compromise their
legitimacy46. They may also feature inconsistencies47, requiring to decide which of two
contradicting objectives better reflects collective preferences, or dismiss existing
scientific knowledge. This enters in sharp tension with the ambition of independence
and scientific objectivity of ecosystem accounting48. Second, existing targets may be
fluctuating or rapidly changing. Changes that feature genuine evolutions in collective
preferences could be integrated in ecosystem accounting just as public spending or
changes in prices are in economic accounting. However, some smoothing could be
proposed, for instance by proposing some delay intended to test for the reality of a
change in underlying collective preferences. In a nutshell, environmental targets need
laundering. This would involve a discussion about the legitimacy of the underlying
political process and the impacts of irrelevant political factors on observed targets.
Environmental standards are a good candidate for the design of reference levels in
the context of ecosystem accounting. While environmental targets are the exclusive
outcome of a political process (which may or may not involve scientific communities)
Ekins and Usubiaga (2019) emphasize the normative judgement involved in defining what constitutes an undesired
consequence.
44 For instance, the costs and trade-offs involved in the choice of given level.
45 Climate mitigation objectives, good environmental status in the context of the Water Framework and Marine Strategy Framework
Directives, no net loss objectives in the context of conservation policies, etc.
46 Ekins and Usubiaga (2019) emphasize that a ge
[ ] eflec e le de i e
he e e
hich licie a e alig ed i h
cial efe e ce .
47 One example of this is the persistent widespread existence of biodiversity harmful subsidies.
48 As Keith et al. (2019) warns, if a a ge
de i ed c di i
e e em l ed a a efe e ce i ec
em acc
i g, [ ] he
cie ific bjec i i
f he
ce
ld eed ca ef l c
ide a i .
43
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and environmental limit are primarily based on scientific considerations (essentially
from natural sciences), environmental standards integrate relevant social science
knowledge49 and articulate the involvement of the scientific and political communities
each on their domain of legitimacy (Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Relationships between environmental limits, standards and targets, adapted from
Ekins and Usubiaga (2019). The figure enlarges the consideration leading from environmental
limi s o s andard from risk and ncer ain ies o collec i e al es ( ha include our collective
attitudes toward risks and uncertainties, but also other shared values as discussed in section
2.2.2 hereafter). It also requires environmental standards to take into consideration costs and
trade-offs. The realization of disproportionate costs may indeed be a relevant basis to revise a
standard, while antagonisms between dimensions can require to mutually adjust the standard.
As such adjustments are required to ensure a set of mutually consistent standards, they are
retained in the definition of the standard. Other irrelevant political factors are what distinguishes
the environmental standard from observed political objectives.

Such reference levels may apply to ecosystem extent or ecosystem conditions (or
both)50. One example of a reference level set on ecosystem extent is the no-net-loss
of wetlands policy in the United States, where the extent of wetlands is not allowed to
decrease, and compensation (often in the form of restoration) has to take place if
projects impact the extent of a wetland (Bendor, 2009).
To conclude, reference levels are not interpreted here as a theoretically or empiricallydetermined historical state of a pristine environment, but as the scientifically and
politically motivated collectively desired state of the environment. The next subsection
shows how to operationalize this perspective for the three categories of ecosystem
condition formerly identified.

The SEEA-EEA suffers from too sharp a separation between natural and social sciences, a flaw already identified as an
impediment for progress in human-nature relationship (see e.g. Jetzkowitz et al., 2017). A better integration of both source of
knowledge suggests a way toward the development of a promising and policy-relevant set of ecosystem accounts.
50 « There may also be some overlap between measures of ecosystem extent and ecosystem condition in the sense that, at
certain scales of analysis, changes in extent may also be considered to be encompassed by the measurement of overall changes
in ecosystem condition. At the same time, it is not considered that measures of changes in ecosystem extent can be used as a
substitute for measuring changes in ecosystem condi ion (UNSD, 2017, §4.23).
49
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2.2 – Application to the three families of management issues
The following discussion applies reference levels to the three categories of ecosystem
condition indicators formerly identified. For each of these families, building
environmental standards by complementing environmental limits with knowledge on
collective values, costs and trade-offs with other objectives is discussed.

2.2.1

Setting reference levels for ecosystem functionality

The existence of thresholds of regime shifts in ecosystem functioning and related risks
of massive perturbation (e.g. eutrophication) or slow irreversible changes in ecosystem
functioning (e.g. land degradation; Lenton et al., 2008; 2019) form the basis of
environmental limits.
Facing these risks, safe minimum s andards complement this knowledge with our
collective attitudes toward risks and uncertainties (Perrings and Pearce, 1994;
Rockström, 2009), the involvement of non-disproportionate costs in managing them
(Crowards, 1998; Farmer and Randall, 1998) and potential trade-offs with competing
objectives (for instance, the willingness to conserve native tree species and traditional
landscapes in cases where adaptation to climate change calls for a shift to non-native
tree species).
In practice, reference levels correspond to limits on cumulated pressures or to some
intrinsic characteristics of an ecosystem which guarantee that its functioning is kept
within safe boundaries. They define a set of conditions to be interpreted as a set of
necessary and sufficient conditions for the maintenance of the overall functionality of
an ecosystem.

2.2.2

Setting reference levels for ecosystem heritage

The heritage dimension of ecosystems relies on non-use values, involving specific
features of ecosystems and
relationships to them (e.g. traditional
landscapes). The motives underlying
to these features and
relationships stems from complex considerations which are not appropriately reflected
by the usual non-use categories of the total economic value framework (altruistic,
bequest and existence values; Johansson-Stenman, 1998). As a consequence,
Crowards (1997) also suggests the
.
In this framework, environmental limits reflect the levels on a set of conditions under
which the risk of extinction or denaturation of a feature of interest exceeds some level.
Environmental standards reflect the conservation status of a specific feature of
interest. It stems both from a collective willingness to preserve a specific feature (e.g.
as reflected in the EU lists of species of Community interest) and an evaluation of the
risk of extinction or denaturation (e.g. through the regulatory assessment of
conservation status or the Red list approach). In principle, environmental standards
would also involve our collective attitudes toward risks and uncertainties, the
involvement of non-disproportionate costs in managing them and potential trade-offs
with competing objectives.
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In practice, reference levels could refer to existing assessments of species extinction
risks and the objectives of conservation policies. It is interesting to note that, according
to some frameworks, the monitoring required would exceed the mere monitoring of a
population but would encompass measures of the threats involved, therefore
extending the measures of interest to pressures or other relevant information.

2.2.3

Setting reference levels for ecosystem capacity

The rationale for setting reference levels in ecosystem service capacity is questionable.
In principle, the greater the capacity of an ecosystem to provide a service, the better.
Yet, conflicting uses are pervasive in ecosystem management (How et al., 2014;
Rodriguez et al., 2006). In this perspective, environmental limits would be the
production boundaries of ecosystem (i.e. sustainability) and environmental standards
would reflect trade-offs between uses, involving diverse economic and social
considerations.
One example of such reference levels is the Maximum sustainable yield (MSY) norm.
Such a reference level does not reflect a risk of collapse of the fishery but the maximum
level of yearly catches which can be sustained in a fishery therefore trading-off present
and future uses. Another example is the sanitary levels required for the suitability of
marine waters for aquaculture or bathing activities. Up to some limit, these norms can
be interpreted as a reversible arbitrage between these activities and the sink function
of ecosystems used by wastewater infrastructures.

2.3 – Application to the marine environment in France
In the context of the marine environment in France, it is suggested to use
environmental targets resulting from the second implementation cycle of the Marine
strategy framework directive. Given the conduct of the policy, these targets can
reasonably be deemed immune to the impact of irrelevant political factors.
Furthermore, this process did involve the scientific community and an extensive
stakeholder consultation.
In the absence of contradiction, this set of targets will be considered as a relevant set
of environmental standards and retained as references levels for the accounts. Further
discussion could lead to alter these levels or complement the set of dimensions to
include additional significant stakes.

2.4 – Discussion
The former discussion shows that setting reference levels rely on distinct rationales
depending on the family of issues covered. For ecosystem functionality and heritage,
these levels draw the contours of critical natural capital (Ekins et al., 2003). For
ecosystem service capacity, they can be rationalized by trade-offs between
competing uses and an optimization of ecosystem service supply, conciliating
conflicting uses, within safe and sustainable boundaries.
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Note that the answer to the question are
e s s ainable in o r rela ion o
ecosystems? can already be answered at this stage. A simple count of the number
of sustainability conditions met in the functionality and heritage categories would
already be informative. The SGAP developed by Ekins et al. (2003) further proposes to
report the time to sustainability based on an extrapolation of past trends for each
indicator.
Complications arise when seeking an aggregate sustainability indicator. As
emphasized in the SEEA-EEA (2017), forming he o erall meas res req ires he se of
assumptions on the relative importance of each characteristic and correlations
among hem . Examples are the Ecological condition index (Nel and Driver, 2015,
SEEA-EEA, 2017, box 4.1), the Norwegian Nature Index (Certain et al, 2011), the
Ecosystem capability unit (Weber, 2014), or notion of Good ecological status of the EU
Water framework directive for freshwater ecosystems (this last example relying on a
one-out-all-out aggregation scheme). However, most of these composite indicators
fail to justify the aggregation process on the basis of transparent and explicit objectives
and underlying values. As a result, the index produced may have limited decision
relevance or, worse, convey misleading information with regards to collective
preferences. This may for instance be the case when relying on an implicit or poorly
justified weighting scheme51. At present, few attempts have built composite indicators
on the basis of a transparent and policy relevant normative framework. The framework
developed in this article would allow developments along these lines.
The design of a monetary macro-aggregate indicator of the maintenance and
restoration costs involved in bridging the observed gaps is a way forward (Vanoli 1995;
Bartelmus, 2009; Ekins and Usubiaga, 2019). The effort taken to structure condition
accounts and set reference levels based on environmental standards provide a firm
basis for accounting for the costs of ecosystem degradation on the basis of
maintenance and restoration costs.

Conclusion
The structuration of the ecosystem condition account builds an inclusive set of
objectives that captures the two main underlying rationales for strong sustainability
approaches (Stern, 1997): the physical non-substitutability between different forms of
capital (which motivates a careful monitoring of functionality) and the
incommensurability of certain non-use values (which motivates a careful monitoring
of the conservation of natural heritage). Figure 5 shows how this proposal structures an
inclusive monitoring of ecosystem condition.
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Figure 5 - Structure of ecosystem accounts discussed in this paper. White boxes represent
accounts, distinguishing between physical accounts on the top and monetary accounts
below. Within the ecosystem accounts, the standard components of the SEEA-EEA are
presented on the green area. Some potentially useful side accounts are represented outside
the boundary: ecosystem use accounts may include land use accounts; observed costs
accounts may include environmental expenditures accounts as prescribed by the SEEA-CF.
The comparison of functionality and conservation indicators with reference levels allows to
derive a meaningful measure of the costs required for the maintenance and restoration of
natural capital. Net of incurred cost they allow to derive a measure of unpaid ecological costs
(Vanoli, 1995, 2015), which may be structured in dedicated accounts.

The design of an inclusive ecosystem accounting system needs to overcome the
opposition between the weak and strong sustainability paradigms organized around
the question of whether natural capital can be substituted with other forms of
capital52, which makes little sense at this level of generality. There is also a need to
overcome he red c i e na re of foc ing onl on a ock flow framework in which
a natural-capi al ock prod ce eco
em er ice (Ang and Van Passel, 2012).
However, a pure biophysical perspective disconnected from underlying values would
fail to provide the critical information needed for the transition to sustainable societies.

Although, the impossibility of getting
problem as follows: I aki g a ec
[ ] h ld be aff ded ecial
ec i
This is the choice be ee
eak
ai
52

a general answer to this question is generally acknowledged, debates often frame the
ic a
ach
he
ble , he ke ch ice i
he he
e belie e ha a al ca i al
,
he he i ca be b i ed b
he f
f ca i al, e eciall
d ced capital.
abili a d
g
ai abili (Dietz and Neumayer, 2007, our emphasis)
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Instead of opposing the paradigms, the dual approach to ecosystem management
proposed in this article articulates the weak and strong sustainability paradigms on
their respective domains of relevance. Such a framework complements the current
structure of the SEEA-EEA and increases its inclusive monitoring of ecosystems and their
interactions with society and the economy. In particular, it allows to derive meaningful
monetary values according to the two main paradigms for the measurement of
ecosystem degradation (OECD, 2018).
In a first approach related to the strong sustainability paradigm, the value of
ecosystem asset is inferred implicitly by the shadow value of the reference levels
imposed on the condition of ecosystems. This approach is most relevant to
functionality and heritage dimensions of ecosystem conditions. When these
constraints are taken as the outcome of an informed and legitimate collective
decision process, they can be interpreted as the value collectively and implicitly
granted to each of these functionality and heritage characteristics. Reference levels
provide relevant information to this aim.
In a second approach related to the weak sustainability paradigm, the value of the
ecosystems is inferred through the explicit valuation of the benefits (or damages)
arising from the state of specific components. This approach is the approach
recommended in the SEEA-EEA (UNSD, 2014b). Such an approach allows to monitor
the often conflicting use of ecosystems by humans and manage their overall
contribution to human welfare.
Such an accounting system is particularly suited to integrated ecosystem
management, where the capacity of ecosystems to support human welfare is
managed on a safe operating zone, where the maintenance of options and
irreplaceable features are guaranteed. Noticeably, it matches and rationalizes the
monitoring system currently used in the context of the integrated management of
marine ecosystems in Europe, and clarifies the basis for discussing and complementing
it.
Beyond the uses emphasized by the SEEA-EEA in its current version, some potential uses
of the ecosystem extent and condition accounts include:
designing meaningful aggregate indicators at national levels fitted for
sustainability dashboards53;
reinforcing policymaker accountability through the provision of objective and
relevant information on distance to targets and inconsistencies in policy
objectives;
supporting the discussion and iterative refinement of SMART54 policy targets;
providing robust information tailored to the design of innovative policy
instruments55;
increasing the efficiency of ecosystem monitoring and fostering strategic data
collection tailored to the needs of integrated ecosystem management.
While this article mainly discusses the conditions for a meaningful monitoring system of
ecosystems and the related setting of reference condition levels, the practical details
for the implementation of these account and the realism of each of these potential
for instance about the costs of ecosystem degradation based on maintenance and restoration costs.
specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound.
55 For instance, by linking the pressures and impacts to specific sectors or economic entities.
53
54
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use remain to be investigated. This approach will be implemented for the
development of marine ecosystem accounts in France. We also hope that this
proposal will advance the revision of the SEEA.
Besides, the detailed methods leading to unpaid ecological costs accounts (Vanoli,
1995, 2015) as presented on Figure remain to be further specified and discussed. This
is left to further research.
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